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SARS-CoV-2, Influenza and RSV show no signs of slowing down
As the summer months came to an end and we prepared for the fall season, we heard conversation about Respiratory 
Syncytial Virus (RSV) and talk about a Flu Season that had begun earlier than normal.  We also knew that COVID-19 was 
still impacting us and the numbers were on the rise once again. What happened was the beginning of a perfect storm that 
is now known as the “Tripledemic”.

Today, we are faced with having to clean and protect against three viruses that spiked in unison.  Schools, places of work 
and our homes have all become targets for infection. NCL® has a variety of disinfectant products to use in combatting 
these pathogens. By following the directions for use on these products, users will be able to effectively clean and disinfect 
areas to help reduce the risk of infection. 
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0248 Neutral-Q™

0275 Neutracide 256™

0234 Citrus Flower-Quat™

0241 Pine-Quat Plus™

0235 Lemon-Quat™

0230 Lavender-Quat™

0236 Mint-Quat™

0270 Combat™

4038 Earth Sense® Neutral Disinfectant 
Detergent™
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4173 Main Squeeze™ Lavender 256™

5079 Dual Blend® #9

5089 Dual Blend® #19

5090 Dual Blend® #20

4079 Ready...Set...CLEAN™ #9

4007 Twin Power® #7

RT
U 0253 Multi-Stat™

1720 Bathroom Plus™
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es 4541 NCLwipes™ Waterfall Fresh 

4542 NCLwipes™ Lemon Fresh
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Click the Product Name in the chart to access all 
efficacy data and additional details for each product.
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